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The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) three-dimensionalgeneral circulation/tracer
model has been usedto investigatethe stratosphericbehavior of N20 under a range of photodestruction
hypotheses.A comparisonof observationswith these simulationsshows that the atmosphericN20
lifetime lies between 100 and 130 years. For the three experiments conducted, it was found that the
model-derivedglobal one-dimensionaleddy diffusioncoefficientsK z for one experimentare appropriate
for the other two experimentsas well. In addition,the meridionalslopesof N20 mixing ratio isolinesare
virtually identical in the lower stratospherefor all three experiments.The generality of thesetwo results
was explored with a simple "two-slab" model. In this model the equilibrium meridional slopes of trace
gas isolines and Kz values are solved directly. The model predicts that long-lived gases with weak
photodestruction rates should have similar meridional slopes,but the effect of faster destruction is to
flatten the meridional slopes.The simple model also predicts that K• dependsupon chemical processes
through a direct dependenceupon the meridional slopefor a given gas as well as upon the intensity with
which upward propagatingtroposphericdisturbancesforcethe stratosphericzonal winds.The three N20
experimentshave been compared against detailed observational analyses.These analysesshow that the
model meridional N20 slopesare too flat by about 30%. The simpletwo-slabmodel indicatesthat this
results from a somewhat weak forcing of the model stratosphericzonal winds. A comparison of the
temporal variability of model N20 againstthe "A" statisticsof Ehhalt et al. (1983) showsgood agreement. Another simple theoretical model is proposed that shows why A statisticsare so useful and
predicts the circumstancesunder which different destruction chemistriesshould lead to different A
statistics.These resultshave allowed a very generalextrapolationof the three N20 numericalexperiments to predicted structure for a wide class of long-lived trace gases.Specifically,the supporting
theoretical developmentsallow predictions for the effect of chemistry on the global (one-dimensional)
behavior, meridional-height (two-dimensional) structure, and local temporal variability. Finally, some
examplesof transient behavior are presentedthrough model time series at points correspondingto
available measurements.These time series,with the support of horizontal N20 charts, show complex
behavior,including pronouncedseasonalcycles,transport-producedN20 "inversions,"and detailed
meridional transport eventsassociatedwith transientstratosphericdisturbances.
1.

INTRODUCTION

the best available information. First, we assumed that current

An understandingof atmosphericN20 is of great interest
becauseof its fundamental role in the budget of stratospheric
ozone. N20 is produced in the lower troposphereby various
processes(for a review and relevant literature, see Levy and
Mahlman 1-1980•and McElroy 1-1980•).It eventually is transported to the middle stratosphere,where it is destroyed by

methodology was sufficient to calculate the stratospheric destruction of N20. Then, we assumed that the tropospheric
mixing ratio of N•O was a value of about 295 parts per billion
by volume (ppbv) (halfway between the "observed"extremes
of 260-330 ppbv at that time). The consistent global mean
surface source strength was then estimated iteratively to be

photodissociation
and by reactionwith O(•D).

about 1.3 x 109 molecules cm -2 s-•.

N20 is also of special concern because of its rather close
similarity to a large class of long-lived gaseswith sourcesin
the troposphere and photodestruction-relatedsinks in the
stratosphere. Most notable among these are N20, CH 4,
CF:CI:, and CFC13 becauseof their direct and indirect effects
on ozone as well as their contributions to the climate greenhouse effect. Thus a proper simulation and understandingof
the behavior of N20 may be regardedas a key to understanding the behavior and influenceof a wider variety of long-lived

experimentare given by Levy et al. [1979]. The parts of that
work applicable to the stratospherewill be reviewed later in
this paper. Generally,however,the stratosphericNeO simulation in that experimentshowedencouragingagreementwith

trace gasses.

It is the three components of production, transport, and
destructionwhich must be properly accountedfor in a successfulsimulation of N20. In 1976 we began to study this
problem through use of the GFDL three-dimensionalgeneral
circulation/tracer model [Mahlrnan and Moxirn, 1978]. At that
time virtually nothing was known about the tropospheric
sourcesof N•O, while the observed"climatology" of N•O was
extremely uncertain.
Accordingly, we designedan experiment which built upon
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright. Publishedin 1986 by
the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 5D0862.
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available

Some results of that

observations.

Using this framework, a seriesof experimentswas conducted to investigatethe impact of possiblesurfaceNeO source
distributionson the troposphericN20 structure.Resultsfrom
thoseexperimentsare availablein work by Levy and Mahlrnan
[1980] and Levy et al. [1982]. For this study, which emphasizes the stratosphere, the important result of those experiments is that the stratosphericmodel N20 structure is almost
completely independent of the surface NeO source distribution. Thus the remaining uncertainties concerning the
nature of the surfaceNzO sourceneed not concern us here.
After our first N•O experiment was completed we learned
that improved measurementsof the photodissociationof NeO
(including temperature dependence) had been reported by
Selwyn et al. [1977]. These newer measurements indicated
generally slower destructionrates for stratosphericN•O. In
responseto this we decided to design a new NeO model experiment which incorporated the newer photodissociation
crosssections.The resultsand implicationsof that experiment
are analyzed here.
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As shall later become clear, the above "correct" experiment
(which we will designate "Slow-Sink" N20) reveals a large
sensitivity of the results to the effective stratospheric N20
destruction rate. This led us to design a third experiment
which helps explore this sensitivity. Here we have examined
the impact of more rapid destruction rates by arbitrarily doubling the removal coefficients in the control ("Uniform
Source" N20) experiment. This "Fast-Sink" N:O experiment
thus allows us to examine the effect of a reasonably wide
range of stratospheric destruction rates on the three-

temperature-dependentN20 absorption cross-sectionvalues
of Selwynet al. [1977]; the temperature-dependentform of the

dimensional distribution of long-lived trace gases.These experimentsthus may be applicableto gaseswith overall characteristicssimilar to N20.
A major goal of this work is to seek a generalized understanding of the impact of chemical destruction on the transport and distributionof a wide classof long-livedtrace gases.
In the first three sectionswe will begin by examiningthe three
N20 numerical experimentsand their relation to each other
as well as to available observations. The generality of the
model behavior and its dependenceon chemicalprocesseswill
be examined through a companion theoretical development
described in section 4, used in section 5, and developed in
detail in the appendix.
In section 6 the simulated variability of N:O and its relationship to available observationswill be addressed.Finally,
theoretical insightsdevelopedin section4 are usedto develop
a diagnosisof the expectedrole of chemical processesin understanding the temporal variability of various trace gases.
This sequenceof developmentswill provide a unifying perspective on the generalized interpretation of observed and
simulated trace gas behavior for a wide range of sourceand
sink chemistries.Accordingly,this work shouldprove usefulin
the design and interpretation of numerical trace constituent

designed to provide a self-consistentsubset of the threedimensional model in terms of model levels, computational
algorithms,etc. The one-dimensionalvertical eddy diffusion
coefficientsK: were calculated from the three-dimensional
model'sannual mean vertical transport for Regular-SinkN:O.
The one-dimensionalmodel was then set up to reproducethe
height-dependent,horizontal, averaged N20 mixing ratio ob-

models in one, two, and three dimensions.

equal the stratospheric sink determined from the onedimensional Slow-Sink experiment.
Even though much of the adjustment to the revised stratospheric destruction rates is three-dimensional,we found this
initial condition shortened the required integration time considerably by starting with a reasonable one-dimensional profile. This was the caseeven though the horizontal N20 gradientscorrespondedto thoseof the previousexperiment.

2. DESIGNOF N20 EXPERIMENTS

2.1. "Regular-Sink"N20
This experiment is the same as the "Uniform Source" integration describedby Levy et al. [1979, 1982]. (The nomenclature has been changedhere becauseit is only the stratospheric
destructioncharacteristicsthat are relevant in the set of experiments reported here.) The surface source is uniform over the
globe, with its final magnitude being determined iteratively so
as to give a tropospheric mixing ratio of about 295 ppbv and
to balance the stratospheric destruction calculation as described in the work by Levy et al. cited above.

This experimenthas beenrun through7¬ annualcycles.By
using the reinitialization technique describedby Levy et al.
[1982] the end of the integration has been determined to be
lessthan 0.3% below the equilibrium value at any point in the
model atmosphere.The surfacesourcestrength corresponding

O(•D) quantumyield [Moortgat and Kudszus,1978] are used

with an upperlimit of 0.88 rather than 1.0; updatedO(•D)
reaction rate coefficients are taken from the compilation by
Hampson [1980]; and the revised solar flux data of Simon
[1978] replace that of Ackerman[1971].
To save computer resources,a "good guess" initial condition for this experiment was determined in the following
manner. First, a one-dimensional model was utilized which is

tained in the regular-sink experiment.
Once this one-dimensionalmodel of N20 could reproduce
the three-dimensional horizontally averaged profile for
Regular-Sink, the revised Slow-Sink destruction parameterization

described

above

was

inserted

into

the

one-

dimensional model, followed by a 2000-year integration to the
new equilibrium. The one-dimensional source strength was
then scaledto bring the one-dimensionaltroposphericmixing

ratios into agreementfor both the Regular-Sink and SlowSink NaO experiments.
The initial

field for the Slow-Sink

three-dimensional

inte-

gration was constructed on each model isobaric surface
through multiplication of the three-dimensionalregular-sink
N20 field by the ratio (Slow-Sink/Regular-Sink) of the onedimensional mixing ratios at the appropriate pressurelevels.
The new three-dimensional surface source was initially set to

This Slow-Sink N20 experimentwas run for 3 years.We
found that very little further adjustment of the vertical N20
profile was required to obtain a result satisfactorilyclose to
the final equilibrium solution. This implies that onedimensionaleddy diffusion coefficientsdeterminedselfconsistently for a given long-lived trace constituent(Regular-Sink)
may be applicable to the one-dimensionaltransport of other
sufficientlylong-livedconstituents.This of courserequiresthat
the chemicaldestructionis modeledproperly for both constituents.Otherwise, the derived coefficientswould implicitly contain effectsother than horizontally averagedvertical transport.

to a final "bestestimate"of N20 equilibriumis 1.442x 109 However, the theoretical development in the appendix will
molecules
cm-2 s-x. Thisvalueis nearly11% higherthanthe show circumstancesunder which this alleged "universality" of
estimate of 1.3 x 109 molecules cm -2 s- x described in the

preliminary report of Levy et al. [1979] after a few years of
model integration.The model-determinedglobal mean "residencetime" correspondingto this sourceis 131.2 years.
2.2. "Slow-Sink"N20

K: is no longer true.
At the end of the 3-year integration of Slow-Sink N20, the
solution

has been determined

to be at most 0.15%

below the

equilibrium value everywherein the model domain. The estimates of the degree of departure from final equilibrium are
determined by the "shooting" to equilibrium method de-

scribedby Levy et al. [1982, equation(6)]. The surfacesource(

In this experiment the global uniformity of the surface
source,the strategyfor obtainingits self-consistent
magnitude,
and the troposphericN20 mixing ratio are all the same as in

strength corresponding to the final "best estimate" of N20

the Regular-Sink N20 experiment. The calculation of stratospheric N20 destruction is the same as described by Levy et
al. L1982], with the following exceptions' we use the

global mean residencetime correspondingto this source is
180.2 years.
It shouldbe pointedout that in calculatingbehaviorof such

equilibriumis 1.056x 109 moleculescm-2 s-•. The model
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long-livedtrace constituentswe have to be especiallymindful
of global conservationproperties.For example,an N20 mass
loss of 0.5% per year due to computer round off error or
coding inconsistencies
would be as large in magnitudeas the
Slow-SinkN20 destructionitself.In this model, care has been
taken to insurethat the masschangedue to machineround off
is always 2 to 3 orders of magnitudesmaller than that of the
net source or sink.

2.3.

"Fast-Sink" N20

The basicdesignand strategyfor this Fast-Sink N20 experiment is the same as described above for the previous two

experiments.The only differenceis that the N20 removal coefficients derived for the Regular-Sink N20 experiment have
been doubled. This choice has no direct physicaljustification
other than to evaluate the model'ssensitivityto fasterdestruction rates than those of the first two experiments. This allows
us to explore the applicability of the insightsgained here to
other long-lived trace gases.Also, it allows considerationof
the possibilitythat N20 might be experiencingfaster stratosphericdestructionthan implied at the currentlevel of knowledge.
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annual cycle. This cooling is balanced by a very weak inter-

hemisphericmeridional circulation with hemisphericaveraged

vertical velocitiesof ,-•3 km yr- • (,-•0.01 cm s- •) (sinkingin
northern hemisphere). This differential mean vertical velocity

of 6 km yr-• is sufficientto explain the model'sinterhemisphericN20 asymmetry.It remains to be determined whether
or not this degree of asymmetry is present in the real atmosphere.
A comparisonof the Fast-Sink againstthe Slow-Sink N20
fields in Figure 1 shows a very significantdifferencein the
vertical gradientsof N20 , with weaker gradientsbeing associated with weaker destruction(Slow-Sink).Comparison of the
10 mbar meridional variations of N20 shows the strongest
gradientsin Fast-Sink N20. Its annual average north polar
value is 68 ppbv, and the correspondingequatorial value is
141. In Slow-Sink N20 the north polar and equatorial annual
mean 10 mbar valuesare 153 and 205 ppbv, respectively.
The above resultsindicate that a change in vertical gradient
is associated with a concomitant change in horizontal gradient. This is visually obvious in Figure 1 by noting that the

meridionalslopesof the RN2o surfacesare virtually unchanged
over the two experiments shown at any given time of year.

This Fast-SinkN20 experimenthasbeenrun for 3-}years This observation,when combined with the predictable oneand has been determined to be everywhere less than 0.1%
below the final equilibrium value. There is no specialsignificanceto the fact that all three experimentswere terminatedat
values slightly smaller than their "true equilibrium" values.
The surfacesourcestrengthcorrespondingto the final "best
estimate"of equilibrium for the Fast-Sink N20 experimentis

1.965x 109molecules
cm-2 s-•. Thissourcecorresponds
to a
model residencetime of 96.3 years.
3.

TIME

MEAN

BEHAVIOR

3.1. Comparisonof Experiments

In comparingthe behavior of the three N20 model experiments we first concentrateon the zonal mean structure.Figure
1 showscrosssectionsof zonal mean N20 mixing ratio from
the Fast-Sink and Slow-Sink experiment for the months of
January, April, July, and October as well as the January and
July fields for the Slow-Sink experiment. The Regular-Sink
experimentis not shown becauseits structureis midway be-

dimensionalbehavior already noted in sections2.1 and 2.2,
providesa means of predicting the behavior of a wide classof
long-livedtrace constituentsindependentof the magnitudeof
their vertical mixing ratio gradients.That is, if the nature of
the stratosphericdestruction(or production) is known, the
global average vertical profile can be predicted with some
accuracyusing a simple one-dimensionalmodel. Once this is
known, the above information on the generalized meridional
slopesof trace constituentisolinesmight be usedto predict the
latitude-height distribution (in principle, at least) for the zonal
mean mixing ratio of the constituent of interest.

This predictioncan be evaluatedif real data is presentin
sufficientquantities.It is also possiblethat this approach can
be used to evaluate possible measurement inaccuracies in the
"observed"

data set for similar

trace constituents.

We will

address this in the next section.

The apparentvalidity of theserelationshipslendssomesupport to the one-dimensionalmodeling approach of Wofsy
[1976] in which the global model mixing ratios are spreadout
tween these extremes.
along "mixing surfaces,"parallelingthe observedtracer meridMany of the results displayed in Figure 1 show the same ional slopes. However, a careful analysis shows that such
featuresalready noted by Levy et al. [1979]: the upward equa- slopescannot be regarded as "mixing surfaces"but rather
torial bulge; pronounced meridional slopes of isolines, with
appear as a balance among competitiveprocesses[-seeMahlsteeper slopes present in the northern hemisphere at every man et al., 1980, 1984]. Nevertheless,such a procedurecould
comparable season; and pronounced downward depressions prove to be empiricallyuseful,irrespectiveof the physicalproof lower values in the winter higher latitudes. In April and cesses
responsiblefor producingthe equilibriumslopes.
October the downward depressions show clearly the "lag"
As with most "general"relationships,there are limits to the
effect of the winter seasonin each hemisphere.Note also that usefulrange of application.It shouldnot be expectedto apply
the equatorial bulge showssome tendencyto follow the sun's for a trace constituentwhich is far from its transport-chemical
overheadposition with someseasonallag.
equilibrium. See, for example, the early evolution of the "InIn the lower stratosphereand upper troposphere,Figure 1 stantaneous Source" experiment of Mahlman and Moxim
shows a pronounced interhemispheric asymmetry, with [1978, Figure 5.1a]. Further, it should not apply for a trace
smallernorthern hemispherethan southernhemispherevalues constituentin which the production or destructiontime scales
at correspondinglatitudes during every month. This asym- are of comparable order (or shorter) to the time required for
metry was noted earlier in the tropospheric N20 study by meridional or vertical exchange.An instructive example can
Levy et al. [1982]. The explanation for this effect appearsto be found in Figure 3.3 of Mahlman et al. [1980]. In the lower
be related to a surprising,but understandable,model phenom- stratospherethe meridional slopesof ozonein that experiment
are very similar to the N20 slopesseenhere in Figure 1. This
enon. Dynamical analysis of this model [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976] shows a significantlyhigher eddy activity in the is becausethe chemicalsourcesand sinksare essentiallyzero
northern hemispherestratospherein comparisonto the south- there for both modeled constituents. However, in the middle
stratospherethe ozone isoline slopes are totally unlike the
ern hemisphere. Associated with this extra eddy activity is a
larger departure from radiative equilibrium and a net stratoN20 slopesbecausethe ozone production-destructiontime
spheric radiative cooling in the northern hemisphereover the scaleis much fasterthan that of N20 destruction.In fact, the
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Fig. 1. ZonalmeanN20 mixingratio(ppbv)for January,April,July,and Octoberfor the Fast-Sinkexperiment
and
Januaryand July for the Slow-Sinkmodelexperiment.
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N20 destruction is always so weak that midstratospheric
mixing ratios are largest in the tropics, where the destruction
rate is the fastest. We note that these chemical
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circumstances

which break the "constant slope" result are essentiallythe
same as those qualitatively demonstratedby Mahlman [1975]
to lead to species-dependenteffective one-dimensional eddy
diffusion

coefficients

for various

modeled

trace constituents.

We have not yet established,however, how slow the chemical
destruction must be to retain the validity of this "constant

slope" result. This question is examined carefully in section 4
and the appendix.
An additional examination of the model experimentsshows
that the above result can be generalized to three dimensions.
The topography of surfacesof the time-averagedmixing ratio
is essentiallythe same for all similarly long-lived trace constituents. This means that the local meridional and longitudinal
slopesof time mean mixing ratio surfacestend to be the same
for trace substancesin transport/chemicalequilibrium as long
as their source-sink

chemistries

are similar

or are weak rela-

tive to transport. This property will prove usefulfor the analysisof N20 variability presentedin sections6 and 7.
3.2. ComparisonWith Observations

110 -
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z

190 315

-
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o

•20

MIXING RATIO (PPBV)

Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2, exceptat Antarctica (80øS,120øW).

stratosphere[Frederick and Mentall, 1982] support a faster
destructionrate than usedin Slow-SinkN:O.
Given in Figure 3 are the summer (December-JanuaryFebruary) profiles of N:O at Antarctica (80øS, 120øW)
(BAM86) and the model resultsfor the three experimentsat
the samelocation and time interval. Again, the observedprofile is most like that of the Fast-Sink N:O experiment.Note
that the Antarctica mixing ratio decrease with altitude is
rather similar to that of Laramie in Figure 2 for both model

It is fortunate for this study that detailed measurementsof
long-lived species have been conducted by the National
Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration(NOAA) Aeronomy
Laboratory scientistsat someselectedgeographicalsites[Schmeltekopfetal., 1977; Goldanet al., 1980]. Partly in supportof
the present study, these data have been analyzed in greater
detail by J. T. Bacmeisteret al. (unpublishedmanuscript,1986)
(hereafterreferred to as BAM86). The measurementsobtained
include the ½hlorofluorcarbonsCC13F and CC12F2 in addition
to N20. This provides an opportunity to evaluate some of the
"tracer slope" model resultsof the previous section.
Figure 2 showsthe BAM86 annual mean N20 mixing ratio
(in ppbv) at Laramie, Wyoming (41øN, 105øW). Also shown
are annual mean vertical profiles at the same location from
the three model experimentsdescribedin section2. Note that
the observed profile agrees closest with the Fast-Sink N:O
experiment.Recall that the Slow-Sink N20 experiment is the
one designedto reflect the best calculation of N:O destruction
as of 1980. This destructionrate appearsto be much too slow.

judicious choice of the N:O removal efficiencyin the threedimensionalmodel. Rather, for a given choiceof tropical profile it is clear that the higher-latitude points of the model do
not decreasewith altitude rapidly enough.From another per-

Furthermore, recent observations of solar flux in the middle

spective
themeridionalslopesof themeanisolinesof Rs2oare

and observations.

Figure 4 shows the BAM86 combined averages for the
Canal Zone (9øN, 80øW) and Brazil (5øS, 38øW). Here the
sampleswere combined to enhancestatisticalsignificance.The
three model experimentsshown are from the model grid point
encompassingthe Canal Zone location. In this figure the observedprofile is closestto that of Regular-Sink N:O.
While the "best"calculationof N:O as of 1980 is clearly too
slow, all the discrepanciescannot be explained away by a

not as steep in the model (see Figure 1) as they are in the
N2 0 ATLARAMIE

N2 0 ATCANAL
ZONE
-
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Fig. 2. Annual mean N20 mixing ratio (ppbv) profile at Laramie,
Wyoming (41øN, 105øW) from BAM86 (heavy line). Also shown are
model annual mean N20 profilesfor the "Laramie" location from the
•ast-Sink (F), Regular-Sink(R), and Slow-Sink(S) NeO experiments.

o

•20

MIXING RATIO (PPBV)

Fig. 4. Same as Figure 2, except at average of Canal Zone (9øN,
80øW) and Brazil (5øS,38øW).
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paragraphs.For detailsand their implicationsfor understanding one-dimensional and two-dimensional transport models,
referdirectlyto the appendix.
The two-slab model of the appendixshowsthat the equilibrium poleward-downward slopes of mixing ratio isolines
dependimportantly on the photodestructionefficiency.Equation (A36) shows that as the destruction efficiencyincreases,
useful local data sets can be for three-dimensional
model
the meridional slope(•z/c•yR)flattens.However, for longer deevaluation. Discussion on the probable cause of this modeling
struction times (inverseof destructioncoefficient)greaterthan,
discrepancyis given in section5.
say, 700 days, the meridional slopesare essentiallyindependent of chemistry(seeFigure A1). This result suggeststhat the
4. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF MERIDIONAL
slopeprediction of Figure A1 can be testedagainst the results
TRACER SLOPES
of the Fast-Sink and Slow-Sink N20 experiments. For the
The simulatedresultsshowingstrongsimilaritiesamong the Fast-Sink experiment the tropical destruction rate (C) tr at 10
meridional slopesof N20 isolinesfor the three experiments mbar is about 3.9 x 10-8 s-• (•297 days).((C) tr is the deleads us to pursue a more quantitative diagnosisof such be- struction parameter appearing in the slope equation (A36)).
havior. In particular, we wish to examine the role of chemical For the Slow-Sink N20 experiment, (C) '• is about 1.16
x 10- 8 s- • ( • 1000days).The two-slabmodelresultsshown
destruction processesrelative to that of dynamical mechain Figure A1 predict 10-mbar meridional slopes of
nismsin determiningmeridionaltrace constituentslopes.
for a differBriefly restated,the model experimentsindicate that for suf- -0.665 x 10-3 and -0.855 x 10-3, respectively,
ficiently weak photodestructionchemistries,the spatial slopes ence of about 22%. Comparisons of the actual slopesnear 10
of the time mean equilibrium mixing ratio isolines are essen- mbar for thesetwo three-dimensionalexperimentsshowdifferencesranging from ,-•15-25%. Thus this two-dimensionalmetially the same for all such long-lived trace constituents.The
data of BAM86 shows clearly that this result is verified in the chanisticmodel appearsto capture the effect of faster chemiscomparison of N20 and CF2Cl 2 slopes.However, the slopes try on the three-dimensionalmodel'smeridional slopes.These
of CFCl 3 are significantly flatter than those for N20 and predictionsshould be tested more carefully against available
CF2Cl2. This implies that the destructionrate of CFCl 3 is data and against three-dimensionalmodel experimentsusing
sufficientlyfast so as to impede the net dynamical tendencyto
fasterdestructionrates,suchas thosefor CFC13.
establish similar time mean slopes for vertically stratified
The second major conclusion of the appendix is that the
tracers.
effectiveglobal averageeddy diffusion coefficientKz depends
How fast is sufficientlyfast? In an attempt to answer this in
indirectly upon the photodestructioncoefficientin a predicta straightforwardway, a simple"two-slab"model is developed able way (see Figure A1). In particular, equation (A32) shows
in the appendix.The simplemodel distills the insightsoffered that Kz dependsdirectly upon the magnitude of the meridioby Mahlman et al. [-1984], Mahlman [1985], and Plumb and nal slope(•z/c•yR).A plot of the predicteddependenceof Kz on
Mahlman [1986] on the essentialprocessesgoverningthe ob- the tropical photodestructionrate is given in Figure A1. Thus
servedpoleward-downwardslopesof mean mixing ratio iso- in the two-slab model the effect of faster destruction chemistriesis to slow down the global mean vertical tracer flux for
linesin the lower stratosphere.
a given mean gradient. How this variable Kz effect could
To a very crude approximation those results indicate that
the two-dimensionalequilibrium slopeexistsas a balancebe- change the ozone photochemical predictions for global onetween zonal mean advectionby the "diabatic" circulationand dimensional models remains to be determined.
Both major conclusionsgained from the two-slab model of
an effective meridional
diffusion. This balance is used as a
basis for the governing equation to develop the two-slab the appendix thus refute the tentative implications of sections
model. It is givenas equation(A1) in the appendix,along with 2 and 3. Instead, (A32) and (A36) show the apparent "universality" of the meridionalslopesand one-dimensionalKzs to be
more complete descriptions.
The use of the two-slab approximation (dividing the hemi- true only for rather slow destructionchemistries.The effectof
sphere into two equal area boxes) allows a straightforward faster chemistriesis to flatten the meridional slope and thereK z value.
solution to the simplified equations: a meridional structure fore to reducethe effectiveone-dimensional
(slope)part and a vertical structure of the horizontal average
5. CAUSE OF THE "FLATTENED SLOPE" MODEL
part (one-dimensionalbehavior). As demonstrated in the apDISCREPANCY
pendix, each of these solutions depends upon the nature of
chemical processesin a readily understandablefashion.
In section3 it was shownthat the meridional slopesof N•O
We must point out here that this two-dimensional model
isolinesin the three-dimensionalexperimentwere too flat by
should not be interpreted as a viable substitutefor more com,-•30% in comparison with available observations from
plete two-dimensional transport parameterizations such as
BAM86. For understandingthe biasesof this model, as well as
that given by Plumband Mahlman [1986]. Rather, the goal is
for designingfuture models, it is of interest to try to underto isolate mechanismsdeterminingthe impact of chemicalde- stand the cause of this discrepancy. The insights gained in
struction processeson the global distribution of long-lived section 4 and the appendix allow such an assessment.
trace gases.A bonusfrom this analysisis that the relationship
The simple two-slab model given in the appendix suggests

observations.Roughly, the data suggestthat the hemispheric
mean observed meridional slopes are perhaps 30% steeper
than thosesimulatedby the model.
This result showinga model deficiencyis surprisinglyclear
consideringthe severegeographicaland temporal limitations
of the observeddata. The differencein slope showsup in the
BAM86 CF2C12data as well. This is a good example of how

betweenone-dimensional
and two-dimensionalmodelsis sig-

that the only significantmechahismleadingto a slope-

nificantly clarified.
Becauseof the mathematicalcomplexityof the analysis,the
details of the two-slab model and its accompanyingphysical
insightsare presentedin the appendix. The reader uninterested in such details can skip the appendix and still examine the
major implications of that development in the following two

steepeningeffect is that of the diabatic (or similar) meridional
circulation. Thus in the context of that simple model the
three-dimensionalmodel apparently needsa stronger meridional gradient of diabatic heating (more tropical heating and
polar cooling).
This prediction is quite compatiblewith a well-known bias
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of this general circulation model (GCM) (e.g.,seeManabe and
Mahlman [1976]). The model polar regions (except summer)
are significantly too cold relative to observations.Thus one
can readily concludethat the model temperaturefieldsare too
closeto their radiative equilibrium values [-seeMahlman and
Umscheid,1984]; thereforethe magnitude of the model'sme-

ridionalgradientof netdiabaticheatingisindeedto6 weak.
This is simply another verification of the often underappreciatedfact that the annual mean net diabatic heatingof
the stratospheremust ultimately be due to dynamical processes[Fels et al., 1980]. This perspectiveis compatible with
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Levy et al. [1979]. In particular, as Levy et al. pointed out, the
largest values of Vx appear in those regions where the vertical

gradientof (R) '• is the largest.Thus valuesof the order of
10% appear in the stratosphere,while tropospheric values are
less than 1% (much less in the tropics). This wide range in
variability for a particular global lifetime demonstrates a
seriouslimitation of the Junge [1974] rule relating variability
to global lifetime. The associationof variability and mean
vertical gradienthas been made in a more specificand usable
way by Ehhalt et al. [1983] for temporal variability. This will
be addressed in detail later.

Comparison of the N20 resultsin Figure 5 showsthat the
Mcintyre [1976]. As shown, for example, by Andrewset al. Fast-Sink Vxsare about twice as large as those of the Slow[1983, equation (B13)], the role of troposphericdisturbances Sink Vxs (actual range • 1.5-2.7). These results suggest a
propagating into the stratosphereis to produce a convergence simple modification of the Junge [1974] rule. A particular
the "transformed

Eulerian"

mean framework

of Andrews and

of "Eliassen-Palm flux," a measure of the net decelerative force

produced by nonzonal disturbances.The decelerativeeffect
producedby this zonal forceacts to excitea "residual"circulation (which is qualitatively similar to the diabatic circulation), manifestedby rising motion (and adiabatic cooling)in
lower latitudes and sinking motion (and adiabatic heating) in
higher latitudes. This high-latitude dynamical heating is balanced in the annual mean by net radiative cooling. Thus the
stratospherecan be thought of as being driven from radiative
equilibrium by the dissipation of tropospheric disturbances
propagatinginto the stratosphere.Without suchdisturbances,
the systemwould be very closeto radiative equilibrium, with
accompanyingsmall valuesof net diabatic heating.
In the context of the transport discrepancyfound in the
three-dimensional model it can be concluded that the magnitude of the dynamical drive for this model stratosphereis
somewhatdeficient. The validity of this argument is already
suggesteO
in the presentmodel in the sensethat the northern
hemisphereisolineslopesare noticeablylarger than the equivalent southern hemisphereslopes(see Figure 1). This is compatible with the observationthat the northern hemisphereof
this model is considerably more dynamically active than its
southernhemisphere[see Manabe and Mahlman, 1976].
Theseargumentsstronglyindicate that improvementof this
discrepancyis directly dependentupon a solution of the "coldbias" deficiencyof thesemodels.Experiencewith N20 modeling in more recent versionsof the GFDL "SKYHI" GCM
[e.g., Mahlman and Umscheid,1984] has already shown these
arguments to be essentiallycorrect; as the cold bias is reduced,the meridional N20 slopesbecomesteeper.
6.

VARIABILITYOF STRATOSPHERIC
N20

6.1. Longitudinal Variability

In previous N20 modeling studieswe have investigatedthe
spatial and temporal variations of N20 in the troposphere
[-Levyand Mahlrnan, 1980; Levy et al., 1982]. Here we examine the nature of stratospheric N:O variations and their
meteorologicaland statisticalinterpretation. Such an analysis
can prove to be of much theoretical and practical value.
As in the work by Levy et al. [1979], we define the longitudinal (percent)standarddeviationas
•
100

U=
where(

-

) x is the zonal mean.

Figure 5 shows meridional cross sections of Vx for the
months of January,April, July, and October for the Fast-Sink
and January and July for the Slow-Sink N20 experiments.In
this figure, Vx shows very similar structure to that given by

form of variability (V,• here) and the global lifetimes for two
trace gasesa and b have the following approximate relationship for local variability'

Vx(a)
z(b)
c
Vx(b)
r(a)

(2)

where r represents global lifetime (global amount/global
chemical destruction) and C is a constant of order 1. Empirically, here the best fit that encompassesthe model data is
C • 1.15 _+0.35 (As r(a)--} r(b), we expect C--} 1.). Thus (2)
can be thought of as a modified Junge rule but one which
retains its extremely simplified character. The limitations of
sucha simple-typerule will be investigatedin the next section.
6.2. Temporal Variability

We now turn toward the problem of understandingthe
temporalvariationsof long-livedtracegases.Perhapsthe simplest statisticalquantity is the temporal (percent) standard
deviation Vt,where
100

V,= (--•[((R--(R)t)2)']
•/2
and (

(3)

)t is the time average over an arbitrary interval.

Shown in Figure 6 are annual N20 V, from BAM86 for
"Canal Zone" (actually an averageof Brazil and Canal Zone),
Laramie, and Antarctica comparedto the samequantity from
model grid points correspondingto these locations for the
Fast-Sink and Slow-SinkN20 experiments.Generally,Figure
6 showsthat the "observed"V,sare greaterthan the Slow-Sink
and Fast-Sink model values.Exceptionsto this occur in the
lower stratosphereat Canal Zone and Antarctica.
At this time we can only speculateon the cause of these
discrepancies.
The BAM86 troposphericV•sappear to be too
large relative to other studies.Whether this is a precisionerror
problem or an analysis inconsistencyremains to be determined. The smaller •s relative to BAM86 observed near 10
mbar are probably related to the model's too slow decay of
N20 with altitude, especially in mid-latitudes (for further
analysis,seesection6.3). It is also possiblethat vertical velocity fluctuationsin the model are suppressed
at 10 mbar by the

"lid" bo?ndarycondition.
In addition,measurement
errors
could be adding significantcontaminationnear 10 mbar. Finally, the better agreementin V, near 50 mbar at Antarctica is
likely to be fortuitous as a result of insufficientsampling at
this site. Both (R) • and V, exhibit fluctuationsin the vertical
at Antarctica that seem to be related to insufficientsampling
(BAM86).
In order that future observationalanalysiseffortsmay have
somerough guidanceon the type of variability to be expected
at a given station location,we next presentstratospherictime
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series from the Regular-Sink N20 experiment at the same
three station locations.Figure 7 showsa 1-year "Canal Zone"
(9øN, 80øW) time series at a--0.01, 0.038, 0.065, and 0.110
from the Regular-SinkN20 model experiment.Here a -- p/p*,
where p is pressure and p* is surface pressure.All levels are
plotted on the same scaleto show the coherence(or lack of it)
betweenlevels.The model "Canal Zone" time seriesgenerally
showsa weak seasonalcycle,with the exceptionof a stronger
cycle at the a = 0.038 level. At that level a midsummer maximum appears, apparently due to a transient local upward

RN2oflux inducedby excessdiabaticheatingunderthe nearly
overhead sun. The weak double maximum (April and October) at • = 0.01 (• 10 mbar) is in qualitative agreement
with the satellite observations at 10 mbar [Jones and Pyle,
1984'1(but not to be confusedwith their spatial double maximum in the upper tropical stratosphere). Note that in the
lower stratosphere levels the time series occasionally cross
each other. These events are transport-inducedlocal inversions caused mainly by differential horizontal tracer advection. They are relatively rare eventsin this model but should
become more common in higher-resolutionmodels and observed data sets as the vertical

resolution

is increased.

level has been added.

At a = 0.01 there
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Such

inversion events are relatively common in the lower stratospherefor ozone [e.g.,Bredand,1967, 1968; Dobson,1973].
Shown in Figure 8 are the same type of time series but for
the model "Antarctica" (80øS, 128øW) grid point. Here the
a = 0.190
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is a well-

defined seasonal cycle; in fact, the fluctuations on a submonthly scale contribute to less than one third of the total
variance there. At the other levels the annual cycle is much
weaker. At these levels the submonthly fluctuations produce
from 70-90% of the total variance, leading to the V, values
shown in Figure 6.
The same type of comparison is shown in Figure 9 for the
"Laramie" (41øN, 105øW) grid point. At a = 0.190 and 0.110
the annual cycle is rather weak, while at a = 0.065 and 0.038 it
is more noticeable, with a spring minimum and a fall maximum. This is compatible with the reversedbehavior (spring
maximum) for "downward moving" substancessuch as ozone.
Note in the lower stratospherethat the number of isoline
"crossings"are more numerous than at "Canal Zone" and
"Antarctica." This is related to the generally more active
northern hemispherestratosphericdynamicsin this model at

65
•o
_

190
315
500

related to the increased poleward-downward movement of air

parcelsin late winter in associationwith the intensifiedwave
forcing (and increasedpolar diabatic cooling). At 10 mbar this
wintertime effect is suppressedin the model, probably because
of the use of a "lid" boundary condition just above this highest model level. The erroneouswinter maximum is produced
by an intensifiedpoleward eddy flux in the winter season,as
inferred from zonal mean N:O balancesof the kind presented
by Mahlman et al. r1980'1.Such balancesalso show the model
summer minimum is causedmainly by photodestructionthat
is apparentlynot compensatedby enoughupward N:O transport during the summertimeeasterly wind regime. Thus we
concludethat the discrepancyresultsfrom a suppressionof
the diabatic vertical velocity at 10 mbar, due mainly to use of

5

I
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these levels.

At a- 0.01, Figure 9 shows a pronounced annual cycle
with a broad spring maximum and a narrower fall minimum.
Both the balloon data in BAM86 and satellite data [Jones and
Pyle, 1984] show just the oppositephase,similar to both observationsand model in the lower stratosphere.This discrepancy providesinsight into another model defect.
The late winter-springminimum in the lower stratosphereis

-
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Fig. 6. Profile of temporal (percent) standard deviation (Vt) of
N20 at "Canal Zone" (actually, averageof Brazil and Canal Zone
stations),Laramie, and Antarctica (heavy line). Also shown are Vt
from the Fast-Sink(F) and Slow-Sink(S) N20 experiments.

the "lid" upper boundary condition, and that the problem is
not causedby overactiveeddy structures.
A particularly interestingfeature of the a -- 0.01 time series
in Figure 9 is the two-stage, mid-September"burst" of large
N:O values.A more careful look showsthis suddenincreaseis
not a zonal mean phenomenonbut is local to the regionin the
vicinity of the "Laramie" grid point. This may be seen in
Figure 10, which shows regional 10-mbar synoptic charts of
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is surface pressure.

RN2Oand model streamlinesfor the model datesof September cyclonesseparatingtropical easterliesfrom mid-latitude westerlies.

6, 10, 14, and 18. During this period the weak summertime
circulation is giving way to the stronger, planetary wavedominated winter westerlies.Accompanyingthis transition, an
anticyclone forms over the eastern United States. Associated
with this formation, a region of tropical N20 valuesis drawn
poleward over the westernUnited States.Figure 10 for September 10 shows larger N20 values moving into the western
United

States as a result of this transient

disturbance.

Presently, the observed local N20 data are not good
enoughto verify or disallow the occurrenceof suchphenomena in the actual atmosphere. However, the nature of this
model phenomenon is such that there is no reason not to
expect such transport events to occur in the real atmosphere
as well. Depending on its spatial scale,a specificevent may or
may not be visible from satellite data. The event described
here would be just below the sampling resolution of a typical
polar-orbiting satellite (,-, 30ø longitude).

These

larger N20 values are sustainedover the westernhalf of the
United Statesuntil an evenlarger N20 burstappearson September 18, associatedwith more southerly flow as the anticycloneover the easternUnited Statesreintensifies.This burst
of N20 is transported irreversibly into mid-latitudes and is
associated with transient growth of the subtropical anti-

6.3.

"A" Diagnostics

Recently, Ehhalt et al. [1983] expanded upon the observa-

tion that tracer variability tends to be largestin regionsof
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largest vertical tracer gradient [e.g., Levy et al., 1979]. They
defined a new quantity, the "equivalentdisplacementheight,"
A=

[((R - (R)'):)']

(4)

struction scenarios.Becauseof the availability of detailed resuits from the three-dimensional model as well as insights
from the previous analysesin this paper, we offer a different

perspectiveon the significanceof A than that givenby Ehhait
et al. r 1983]. In particular, we emphasizethe factorsleading to

Thus A is simply the temporal standard deviation divided by
the time mean vertical gradient. Alternatively, it can be de-

differences in A for different trace constituents.

finedas Vt/8In (l•t)/Sz.

equation in log pressure coordinates as

Shown in Figure 11 are N20 A values calculated for
Laramie, Wyoming, from BAM86 and from the three N20
experiments described here. These A values have been compared against As for the same conditions from the "SlowDestruction" three-dimensional ozone model experiment of
Levy et al. [19851. The results are very similar to those of
Figure 11; an exception appears at 10 mbar, where the ozone
chemistryis very fast. Thus the model showsan even stronger
agreementof As than that given in the more limited data sets
used by Ehhalt et al. [1983]. We concludethat their original
assertion

on

the

usefulness

of A

is indeed

correct.

Fur-

thermore, Figure 11 shows that the model A values agree
reasonablywell with the As from the BAM86 analysis.In each
case, A has a minimum of about 1 km in the lower stratosphere, rising to several kilometers in the upper troposphere
and in the middle stratosphere.The striking agreement of the
model As with the observational results of BAM86 suggests

strongly that the model Vt deficiencyshown in Figure 6 arises
mainly from the model's excessivelyweak vertical gradients at
Laramie (too weak meridional slopes).
Note also that the A values in Figure 11 are not identical,
even for the "perfect" model data. The three N20 experiments
are very similar, but the midstratosphericAs for the Fast-Sink
N20 are generally smaller than for Regular-Sink and SlowSink N20. The largest A valuesare found in Slow-Sink N20.
These small but systematicdifferencesin A for different trace
constituentslead us to seek an explanation for such differences.

7.

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

OF "A"

STATISTICS

The numerical

results of section 6 show small but noticeable

differencesin A magnitudesfor different modeled N20 de-

First, we write the general trace constituent continuity
8R

__-

_V3 ß V3R + V 2 ß K H V2R
1

+ •

8

psK,;

+ SMS

(5)

where the log pressurecoordinate and associatedvariables z
and Psare definedas in the appendix,Kn and K v are horizontal and vertical subgrid-scalediffusion coefficientsused in the
three-dimensionalmodel, V3 and V3 the three-dimensional
vector velocity and gradient operator in log pressure coordinates,V2 the horizontal gradient operator and SMS is the net
of all chemical/physicalsourcesminus sinks.
Multiplying (5) by R'= R- (R) t and time averaging,we
obtain the trace constituenteddy variance equation

+ (R'V•.KnVR'}'
+

• psK,
• R' + (R'SMS' (6)

In (6) the right-hand side terms from leR to right are the
temporal variance production, the variance advection by
mean and transient motions, the horizontal variance dissipation, the vertical variance dissipation, and the variance production or dissipation by chemical changes (usually dissipation), respectively.
It is worth noting that the conceptual model developed
below is fundamentally different from the usual mechanistic
approaches [e.g., Plumb, 1979]. In that type of development
the transient tracer R' is viewed as evolving in time from a
small amplitude perturbation on a time mean background
state. In this work

we visualize

the transient

tracer

field as
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Fig. 10. Instantaneous10-mbarchartsof N20 mixingratio (left,ppbv)and wind vector/streamlines
(right).Each wind
barbequals10ms-•. Datesshownarefor September
6, 10,14,and 18.Small"L" marksLaramielocation.

being ever present at nonnegligible amplitude. Accordingly,
the approximate long-term balance is between production/advection of transient variance and its dissipation.
For time-averagedstatisticsthe temporal evolution term in (6)
is negligible.
Now we proceedby introducing the following definitions:

Cm=

(R'V2 ßKi-iV2R')t+ ((R'/ps)t•/t•zpsK,,(t•R'/t•z))t

(R,2)t

(7)

(•,•),

and Cc,can be visualizedas being computedin advanceby the
three-dimensional model for a given trace constituent. A
priori, there is no proof that Cm,let along Cc, shouldbe the
same for different trace constituents. Nevertheless, we make

conceptualprogressby condensingtheseintrinsically difficult
terms,substituting(7) and (8) into (6) to obtain

c3t 2 -- (V3'R')t'
V3(R)t- V3'V3•

(R'SMS') t

Ca•

Here Cm- 1 canbe thoughtof as a mechanicaldissipation
time
and Cc- • as a chemical-damping
time. Thesequantities,Cm

(8)

--(C m-JrCc)(g'2)t

(9)
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rationally be attacked in a reasonably high-resolution threedimensional GeM (if then !). Note, in principle, that these K*s
can vary for different trace constituents.
We now substitute the definitions (11) into (10), divide by

35
F
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RS

(•(R)e/•z) 2 and use the simplificationsindicated above to
obtain

A2=
a_

(R'2)
'

[(c•(R)e/cqz)]2
• Kx*E(c•z/cqx<R>,)]
2+ K•,*E(c•z/cqY<R>,)]2
-JrKz* --«(V3> t' V3(A2) + '" (Cm-JrCc)-1

110

In (12) we have used the definitions

190

315

(12)

MODEL

c3z

5OO

-

C3y(R),

685
i

I

(c3(R)7t•y)

c3z

-

(•(R)t/•x)

(c3(R)t/c3z) C•X<R>,

(13)

I

which, similar to the appendix,define the time mean slopesof
equilibrium trace constituentmixing ratio surfaces.
The quality A in (12) is the sameas that definedby Ehhalt et
Fig. 11. Annual mean N20 "A" profile (scaled displacement
length) at Laramie, Wyoming (41øN, 105øW)from the BAM86 analy- al. [1983]. Thus we are now in a position to investigatemore
sis (For definition, see(4)). Also shown are model N20 A profilesfor carefully why A, the "equivalentdisplacementheight,"exhibits
the "Laramie" location from the Fast-Sink (F), Regular-Sink (R), and
suchusefulproperties.Furthermore, it allows us to carry into
Slow-Sink(S) N20 experiments.
the time domain our effort in this paper to predictfuture trace
2

5

7

10

SCALEDDISPLACEMENTLENGTH (km)

constituent

At statistical equilibrium (or with sufficiently long time
averaging), (9) becomes

'=

--(V3'R') t ßV3(R) e-- (V 3 ßV3(R'2/2))'
Cm+ C•

The first term in the numerator of (10) is the familiar production of temporal variance by a net transient flux of R down
the time mean gradient of R. The second term representsthe
average advection of transient variance into a given region by
mean and transient winds. Roughly speaking,if upstreamof a

chosenpoint is a regionof large productionof (R':)', the
tendencyof this R': to be "blowndownstream"
wouldact to
increase the local transient variance. Conversely, if the upstream area is a quiet one in terms of transient variance production, then this advection would act to decrease the local

behavior

on the basis of a small number

of GeM

integrationsto statisticalequilibrium.
Inspection of (12) tells us that if trace constituentsa and b
are: (1) almost chemically conservative (Cc <<C,•), (2) have the
same effectiveK's, (3) have the same (R)' "topography," and
(4) omitted higher-orderterms are negligible,then

Aa2 -- Ab2
provided we further note that if the As are equal, then the
advection of As in (12) would also be equal.
The above argumentsprovide an explanation for why A is
essentially the same in the lower stratosphere for the three
model experiments,as shown in Figure 11. In that altitude

range, Cc•0 and the "topography"of the (R) ' surfacesis
essentiallyidentical, as pointed out in section 3. Further, we
expect the K*s to be more or lessthe same for different trace
constituentsas long as the chemistryis sufficientlyslow (and
perhaps the mechanicaldissipationof R variations has the
samecharacterfor each trace gas).
Inspection of (12) also justifies the caution of Ehhalt et al.
[1983] in interpretingA literally as a vertical displacement,as

variance.Thus this term can readily be either positiveor negative, dependingon location. Here we will simplify the treatment of this term by consideringonly the advectionof temporal variance by the time mean state (or equivalently, that the
triple product term in equation (10) is negligible).Also, we will
assumefor conveniencethat the spatial gradientsof
might be superficially inferred from the vertical gradient deare smallrelativeto spatialgradientsof (R'2) t. Theseassump- pendence.As shown in the appendix,the equilibrium tracer
tions lead to essentiallythe same result as using linear theory slopesrepresent a tight coupling between horizontal and vertidirectly to derive (10).
cal transport/chemical processes.Evaluation of (12) and the
Now working on the first term in (10), we note that the only basic componentsof (--V3'R') t. V3(R) t from the GCM sugtransient eddy flux of R of interest here is the statistically gestsa crude isotropy in the productionof A2; the east-west
averagedcomponent normal to the gradient of (R)'. Accord- and north-south tracer slopes approximately compensatefor
ingly, we describethis statisticalquantity (generatedexplicitly the largedifferences
in effectiveK*s (Kx* > Ky* >>K:*). Anby the three-dimensionalmodel) as an effective symmetric dif- other way to illustrate this is to redefinea A leading to (12) by
fusion process.We thus assumethat locally
dividing by the meridional gradient (c•(R)t/c•y).In this casethe
modified As so produced have magnitudes of ,-• 1000 km.
Therefore we conclude that A should be thought of as a
"scaled displacement length," because the definition of A
carries no implications of dominance of displacementfrom
(w'R')' = --K:
one coordinate direction over another. However, "equivalent
•z
displacementheight" remains an appropriate descriptionfor A
Note that these K*s are not the same as the subgrid-scale as long as it is recognized that transient R perturbations can
coefficientsused in the three-dimensionalmodel, nor are they come from any coordinate direction with more or lessequal
at all similar to the effectiveKs defined in the appendix. Here probability for a tracer in statisticalequilibrium.
Next we explore circumstancesunder which Aa is predicted
these K*s represent the net statistical effect of transient motions to transfer R down its time mean gradients. The actual to be different than At,. First, in (12) if Cc > C,,, it would have
physics of this process is an extremely complicated mix of a direct damping effect on the calculated A as a result of this
advective processessetting up diffusive processesand can only
acceleratedtemporal variancedestruction.Superficially,this is

(u'R')t=--Kx*
&-•• (v'R')t=--KY*
c3y

ßc•(R
)'

(11)
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a ratherweakconstraint,sinceCm-• ~ 10--20days(at leastin

sipationC,, are rather weak; the high A2 valuesare simply

this GCM for the lower stratosphere).Thus two trace constit-

advectedpast a point by the zonal easterlyflow. For such a
short period the direct balancebetweenproductionand dissi-

uents,one with Cc-•~ 50 days and one with Cc-•= 500
days, would appear to be predictedto exhibit very nearly the
sameA value. However, this apparentlyis not the case.Even
slower chemical destructions enter the problem indirectly
through their influenceon the equilibrium R slope appearing
in the numerator of (12). The theoreticalmodel of the appendix (as illustrated in Figure A1) shows that significanttracer
slope flattening is expected for chemical destruction times
ranging from ~ 10-1000 days.
Thus the combinedanalysesof the appendix and (12) predict an observable decreasein A for a "shorter" long-lived
trace constituent such as CFC13, relative to other gasessuch
as N20 or CF2C12.The physical interpretation of this predicted A reduction for gasessuch as CFC13 is straightforwardin
the sensethat as the equilibrium (R) t surfacesbecomeflatter,
the opportunity for horizontal displacementsto contribute to
A become reduced.

Finally, as the chemical destructionbecomesfast.relative to

Cm,it is likely that the K*s and the gradientsof A2 in (12)
would also change.At this fast destructionlimit it is not presently possibleto predict the influence these additional processes would have on the determination

of A.

The predictivecapabilityimplied in (12) has been testedin
the three-dimensional

model for the Fast-Sink

experiments,using the •20%

and Slow-Sink

Fast-Sink reduction in slope

between 38 and 10 mbar, as noted at the end of section 3.2.

This calculationpredictsthat Fast-Sink N20 at Laramie over
this layer should have a A of about 15% lower (for a factor of
3 increasein photodestructionrate) than that for Slow-Sink
N20. The actual differencein the three-dimensionalmodel is
about 20%. Given the crudeness of the calculations, this
agreement is rather close.

The above prediction of a reduced A for long-lived gases
with

faster-destruction

times

was also tested

in the observa-

tional study of BAM86. Unfortunately, their results were inconclusive.If anything, the A values for (faster destruction)
CFC13 might be greater than for CF2C12 and N20. However,
they point out that the sampling error for calculation of A is

so large (especiallyfor CFC13)that no statisticallysignificant
identification

of A differences can be made from their data set.

Thus the predictionof small, but illuminating,differencesin A
statisticsmust await more complete data sets with higherprecisionmeasurements.
Finally, we note the possibility of circumstancesin which

pation controllingthe A2 amountsin (12) is not realized.
However,for annual statisticsthe balancein (12) shouldbe a
good approximation.
8.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have describedthree stratosphericN•O
experimentsusing the GFDL general circulation/tracer model.
The first experiment (Regular-Sink N:O) uses stratospheric
photodestruction coefficients thought to be correct in the mid1970's. The second experiment (Slow-Sink NeO) uses the
temperature-dependentabsorption cross sectionsintroduced
by Selwynet al. [1977] as well as other chemical data current
in 1980. However, this choice producestoo much NeO in the
middle stratosphere.To investigatethe possibility of the modeled stratosphericN20 lossesbeing too weak, a third experiment (Fast-Sink N20 ) was run which usesdoubled valuesof
the photodestructioncoefficientsfrom the Regular-Sink N20
experiment.

The three N20 three-dimensionalmodel experimentshave
been compared in detail against the detailed observational
analysis of J. T. Bacmeisteret al. (unpublishedmanuscript,
1986) (BAM86). In terms of one-dimensionalstructure, the
observationsare most like a model somewhat midway betweenthe Regular-Sinkand Fast-Sink N20 experiments.This
suggeststhe possibilityof required faster N20 removal, as
indicated by the inferencesof lower O2 absorptioncrosssections by Frederick and Mentall [1982].
Integration and analysis of these three N20 experiments
revealedsomeinterestingbehavior.It was found that the FastSink and Slow-Sink N20 experimentsexhibit predictable globally averaged (one-dimensional)behavior, given the results
from the Regular-Sink N20 experiment.Specifically,the set of
global one-dimensional eddy diffusion coefficients(K•s) producing consistentglobally averaged behavior for one experiment were found to produce excellent predictions of the onedimensional behavior of the other two experiments. Furthermore, it was found that the meridional slopes of N20
isolinesare virtually identical in the lower stratospherefor the
three N20 experiments.
The generality of the above two results was investigated
through use of a simple theoretical two-slab model. In this

model the transport balancesleading to equilibrium meridional mixing ratio slopesare solved explicitly. Specifically,the
thesimpleequilibrium
A2 modelof (12)maybe inappropriate. simple model shows that meridional mixing ratio slopesare
For short sampling intervals or circumstancesfollowing sea- the same for a wide class of trace constituents,given a very
slow destruction (or production) chemistry. For gases with
sonal transitions the assumptionsleading to (12) may not
hold.
moderateto fast photodestructionrates,the effectis to flatten
An important exampleof sucha possibilityis givenby Hess the meridional slopes.
In addition, the two-slab model shows a physical basis for
andHolton['1985].Theyaddress
the relativelylargeA2 values
measured by Ehhalt et al. [1983] for summer mid-latitudes. the one-dimensional global eddy diffusion coefficient K•. In
this model, K• depends upon the meridional slope of a given
Using a mechanistic model, they hypothesize that the relatively large A2 valuesare "frozen"in the zonal flow following constituent (which in turn dependsupon the chemical destruction rate). Also, Kz depends upon the intensity in which
the large meridional exchangenear the descendingzero zonal
wind line associated with the transition to summertime
eastupward propagating disturbancesfrom the troposphereforce
the stratospheric zonal winds. Finally, the two-slab model
erlies (e.g., see Dickinson [1969]' Mahlman and Moxim
showsthat the meridional isoline slopein turn dependsupon
[1978]). These large tracer perturbations thus get caught in
the Kz value, although in most casesthe dependenceis comthe easterlyflow and are simplyadvectedzonally.
paratively weak. The two-slab model thus predicts that the
Such a localizedcircumstancesuggestsa more complexinapparent "universality" of meridional slopesand Kz for N20
terpretation of the framework given in (6)-(12). During the
zonal wind reversal, A2 values would be increasedsubstan- fortuitously arise from the relative weaknessof the prescribed
tially as a result of enhancementsof the variance production destructionchemistries.Tracers with strongerchemistriesare
terms. In the summertimeeasterlies,both production and dis- predicted to exhibit noticeably different behavior. Conse-
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quently, this simple theoretical model can be used to predict
meridional slopesand effectiveone-dimensionalKzs for a wide
classof longer-lived trace gases.
Comparison of the model meridional mixing ratio slopes
against the climatologies of BAM86 indicate that the model
slopesare too flat by about 30%. By using the predicted slope
structure from the simple two-slab model we infer that the
basic causeof this deficiencyis a too weak dynamical forcing
of the zonal winds in the model stratosphere.This leads to a
situation in which the polar temperatures are too cold, and
the model temperatures are too close to their radiative equilibrium limits. Thus we concludethat this discrepancyhas the
same roots as that of the well-known polar cold bias of this
and other GCM's.

A detailed comparisonof the model's temporal variability
has been made against the BAM86 N20 climatology.Generally, model and observation show reasonable agreement
exceptnear 10 mbar, where the observedvariabilitiesare significantly larger, and the higher-latitude seasonalcycle is out
of phase.The model temporal standarddeviationshave been
divided by the time mean vertical mixing ratio gradient to
yield a quantity "A." This A has been shown by Ehhalt et al.
[1983] to reveal a remarkable unity among a wide class of
constituents.This model essentiallyverifiesthe wide range of
applicability of usingA statistics.
A simpletheoreticalmodel has beendevelopedwhich shows
why A statisticsare so often similar for different trace gases.
Also, the simple model offers specificpredictions of the conditions under which As should differ among various trace constituents. These predictions agree with the three-dimensional
model behavior but may disagree with the BAM86 observations. Unfortunately, the observeddata are not good enough
to isolate any meaningful statistical significance.Thus a full
test of this prediction awaits further observationsand analysis.
Finally, detailed profile time seriesare presentedfrom the
model for those station

locations

used in the BAM86

observa-

tional analyses. These time series, along with supporting
model horizontal charts, show a complex behavior with pronounced seasonalcycles,local transport induced "inversions,"
and detailed meridional transport events associatedmainly
with

seasonal

transitions

and

transient

disturbances.

Such

time series, in addition to the other model results, can allow

an evaluation of the sampling required for studies such as
BAM86 to resolve fuller details of the local climatologies of
various long-lived trace gases.
APPENDIX: A SIMPLE MODEL FOR ASSESSING THE
INFLUENCE OF CHEMISTRY ON MERIDIONAL
TRACER SLOPES AND VERTICAL
TRANSPORT

In section3 it was shownfor this model that suitablylonglived trace gasesall exhibit the same equilibrium polewarddownward slopesof mean mixing ratio isolines.The observational study of BAM86 showedthis to be true for N20 and
CF2C12.However, the mean slope for CFC13 is flatter than
thoseof the other two, apparentlybecauseof the fasterphotodestructionchemistryappropriatefor CFC13.
The purposeof this appendixis to developa simplemodel
that isolatesthe essentialphysicalprocesses
leadingto equilibrium tracer slopes in the presenceof chemical destruction.
Here we have in mind the rather large classof atmospheric
trace constituentscharacterizedby a troposphericsourceand
a stratosphericdestruction.To accomplishthis, we introduce
a two-slabmodel which breaksthe meridional plane into two
equal-area regions, 0-30 ø and 30-90ø latitude. Here ( )t,
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representsa spherical coordinate average over the "tropical"

slab and (
The

)hl is the averageover the "high-latitude"
slab.

meridional

distance

between

slabs and

across slabs is

chosen to be a single, spherical geometry consistentvalue y.
With this we can utilize a Cartesianlikemodel, while incorporating the important aspectsof the spherical geometry. In this
model the hemisphericaverageis given by

._[_( )hi].
Now considerthe simplestpossiblemodel that capturesthe
essenceof the basic processescontrolling the meridional slope
of zonal, time mean isolines of tracer mixing ratio. Following
the physical model of Mahlman et al. [1984], in isentropic
coordinates the structure of trace constituent transport in the
meridional plane can be thought of crudely as a balance between an advection by the diabatic circulation [Dunkerton,
1978] (ultimately forced by dissipating tropospheric disturbances)and a meridional diffusion (causedby the same tropospheric disturbances)(see also Holton [1980]). For a more
detailed numerical justification, see Mahlman [1985]. In this
ultrasimplified form, the two-dimensional trace constituent
continuity equation can be written as

•(R) ;•

•(R) ;•

•(R) ;•

+
where(

1

•

a cos • •

Ky cos

•(R) •
a34

C(y,z)(R) •

(A1)

)x is a zonalaverage,
a is theearth'sradius,K• is an

effective meridional diffusion coe•cient, and C is a photodestruction coe•cient which, in general, varies with latitude
and height. Also, • is the diabatic vertical velocity [•
=

Q/%/(g/% + •To/•Z)], whereQ is the diabaticheatingrate,
the specific heat at constant pressure,and T0 is a reference
temperatureassumedto be a constant240•K. The quantity
is the diabatic meridional velocity compatible with the mass
continuity equation
1

•

1 •

acos• •cøs•+--

•=0

(A2)

expressedin spherical,log pressurecoordinates,where z = H0
In •o/P). Here, H is the scale height (H0 = R'To/rag), Po a
standard surfacepressureof 1013.25 mbar, R* the universal
gas constant, • the acceleration of gravity, m the molecular
weight of dry air, and p• = mp/R*To the standard density.
Note that we use log pressure,rather than isentropic coordinates. Given the simplicity of the model chosenhere, there is
little to gain through explicit use of isentropic coordinates.
Within the two-slab approximation, we average (A2) by integrating over the area from 0•-30 • and divide by the 0•-30 •

area(At, = 2n a2 sin30•) to get

•=
atan30
(A3)
V3o--pssin
130• fo•ps•Cos4d4
•
where V30is the diabaticmeridionalvelocityat 30•, and V0 =
V90 = 0 by the lateral boundary conditions.In this problem,
a x tan 30• becomesthe appropriate length scale. Thus we
choose

y = a x tan 30• = 3678.3 km

With the two-slab model assertion that the only significant
vertical velocity in the tropical slab is the average of • (•0,
(A3) becomes
V3o= -

y •
•s •
Ps •z

(•4)
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The horizontal average of (A2) is
Oz

in the two-slab model we get

ps(W•>• = 0

--Va
O<R>A•tr
aO•/ • psi/30
p•y<R>hl-•
2-<R>
tr

(A5)

Given the boundary condition psW•--•O as z--• oo, this
implies

(W•)U
= W,r
+
W•t=
0
2
W,r= - W•t

(A7)

We introduce the following two-slab equations and definitions'

<R>a=
<R>'*
+
<R>m
2

<C>
• = <C>
'*+<C>
•t
2
&

-(o<R>•/Oy)

= 2y((R --(R)•*)

-(<R> •-

(A13b).The hctor of • appearsin (A13b)because
the average
advecting
velocityin thetwo-slabapproximation
is • of V3o.
We now useequations(A12), (A13b), and (A7) to obtain the
two-slab versionof (A1).

(A8)
0<•>
ot'*- •, 0<•>
0•'* V•o
• (<•>•'-<•>'•)
(A10)

+ K•(<•>
•'- <•>'*)
y•
- <C>'*<R>
'* (A•4)
O<R>•'

•<R>•'

V3o

<R>Wy

gYR-(3<R)•/&)
• (3<R)a/&) (All)
Equation (All) thus definesa simplified meridional tracer
slope compatible with the two-slab model approximation. As
we shall see,this allowssubstantialsimplifyingprogress.
To express horizontal terms from (A1) in the two-slab
model, some additional manipulationsare required. The horizontal diffusionfor the tropical slab is givenby

y2

-•

a tan 30ø ag•b3oo

y2

boxes.

Since C is nearly independentof R for most all long-lived
trace gases,we can once and for all calculate C and its variation with latitude.

Thus we write

From the three-dimensionalN:O model describedin this
paper we integrate the effective removal coefficient over the

sphere from 0-30 ø and 30-90 ø to get b • 0.68. Using (A10)

and (A16) we relate(C) n to (C) '•

<C>U
= <C>
'*+
<C>h*
__<C>
'*+2 b<C>
'•- (1+
b)<C>,
*
2
2

length associatedwith the finite differencingof t•R)2t/at•3oo
is the same as that given previously by y = a tan 30ø. The
actual choice of length to compute the meridional derivative

3(R)•/ac•& is somewhatambiguousin the two-slabcontext.
However, the meridional distance between the area-weighted
midpoints of the two slabs gives a length that is larger than
the earlier choiceby only about 3%.

(A17)

Now subtract(A14) from (A15), substitute(A16), add an

identity,divideby -y(c•(R)a/c•z),and assumec•/c•t(R)a=0
to get

• [(<R>•'- <R>")/y]
gt

-2w,, {[(o<R>•'/&)+ (o<R>"/Oz)]/2}
Y

For the horizontaladvectionterm (V• c•(R)•/ac•qb)
in (A1)
that is consistent

with

a

flux form required later for the global mean transport equation. Analytically, this is

--Ps
Vagy/

(A16)

(A12)

and with the oppositesign for the high-latitude slab, under the
assumption that there is no flux through the equatorial and
polar boundaries. Here it is assumed that the meridional

we choose a form for the advection

(A15)

<C>•t= b<C>'•

a0•b
foøacos•b0-•Kycøs•b
13
3(R)
•acos•bd2ad•b
o<R>
• K,(<R>•'- <R>")

-- (C)m(R) •

Here, self-consistent
averagesfor C are performedin spherical
coordinatesfor the 0-30 ø (tropical) and 30-90ø (high-latitude)

1•bO•b
• Kycos
130ø
cos
•bO(R)a•
aO•b
/ '•-_2•a
2sin
K•

(A13b)

as before, assumingno flux acrossthe equator or pole.
In this approximation the high-latitude box is the same as

(A9)

2

<R>tr Ps V3o
P•Y

(A6)

or

c?z

4-

-- (2Ky/y2)

-- acos
•bg•b
Ps
cos
•b(Va>a<R>
a

+

((R) •--

<C)"(<R) '•-- b<R)m)
y(--3<R)a/3z)

(A18)

Rearrangingand using(A11) gives

+•acos
•b•-•cos
•b(Va)
a

(A13a)

Now usingthe "box method" rules of Kurihara and Holloway
[1967] and the sphericalcoordinate-averagingrules of (A12)

• c3z
_ 2Wt,.
2K•,
c3z(C)t
•3ya
•z_ <C>,r(1y
y2 3ya

b)<R>m

3t 3yR

(A19)
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Now eliminate (R)'" from (A8) and (All) to obtain

(R) •'t= (R) H

2

identified in the theoretical/modeling study of R. A. Plumb
and J. D. Mahlman (unpublishedmanuscript, 1986). They find

(A20)

0z

This is now in terms of globally averagedquantities.
Substitute(A20) into (A19) to get

-

+

y

(Oca)n/Oz)

2

Oya

(A21)

obtain

(2•,/y) -- [(1 -- b)(C)"/yO In

Oya

OKy/y
2+[(1+b)/2(C)"

casein which (C)•'• O.The actualrange of applicabilitywill
be assessed
with the more completesolution of the problem.
Near this slow chemistrylimit (A22) becomes

0z

- •,

Upward advectionvelocity

tropicalanticyclone"surfzone" area and about 0.3 x 10•ø
cm'• s-• in mid-latitudes.
We notethat thesevaluesmay not
be strictlycomparable,
sincethe two-slabvalueof Ky is essentially appropriatefor flux acrossthe 30ø latitude circle.This is
near the poleward edge of the subtropical"surf zone" identified by R. A. Plumb and J. D. Mahlman (unpublishedmanuscript, 1986).
A recent study by Ko et al. [1985] on two-dimensional
value of about 0.3 x 10 •ø cm 2 s-•. This is more than a factor

of 3 lower than that suggestedby the above analysis. The
explanationfor this discrepancymay be due to the local "surf
zone" effect mentioned above, the crudity of the two-slab
model,or possibly,other factors.
With thesepreliminary insightsgained we now proceedto
completethe analysisbegunthrough the derivation of (A22). If
the original assertionof section3 is indeed correct, (A22) can
be evaluated directly. That is becausethe indication was that
globally averaged one-dimensionalbehavior is directly predictable for suitably long-lived, fully equilibrated trace gases
(exceptionsarising upon violation of these two requirements
are given by Mahlman [1975]). This assertionimpliesthat the

(A22)

Before we engagein a more complete analysis,some simple
physically useful insights can be gained by inspecting the
character of (A22) for the "slow-chemistrylimit." That is, the

•
•
Oye (Ky/y) Meridional diffusion velocity

an effective
Ky valueof about2 x 10•ø crn2 s-• in thesub-

transportmodelingin isentropiccoordinates
suggests
a K•

We now set the left-hand side to zero (assuminglong-term
transport/chemical equilibrium), and solve for Oz/Oya to

Oz
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(A23)

only R dependence
in (A22) (0 In (R)"/Oz) can be solved
independentlyof (A22). We now investigatethe global properties of the two-slab model to evaluate that assertion.

Near thislimit the equilibriumtracerslopemustappearas

To produce a fully self-consistentglobal mean equation, we
a balance between the slope-steepening
effect of the vertical first combinethe masscontinuityequation(A2) in log pressure
diabatic circulation and slope-flatteningeffect of quasi- coordinateswith (A1) to obtain the flux form tracer continuity
horizontal meridional diffusion.This result for the equilibrium equation in the two-slab model (seeequation (A13)).
tracer slope is essentiallythe same as that given in the companion treatment of this approach •ven by Holton [this p$ •
•
Ot
Oz
2y
issue].The more generalexpressionof (A22) differssomewhat
from Holton's equation (12) mainly becauseof his implicit
(A26)
+ (K/y2X(•) n'- (e)")- (c)"(l•)"
assumption that b• 1 (latitudinally invariant destruction

0(e)"__ __0
p,W,,(e)"
p,V•o
((e?'+

rate).

We now assignvalues typical for the lower stratosphere.

O(R)
+(R)")
Oth'•- + •t9psW•'(R)*'
+psV3o
2y((R)h,

p$ •

Assume here that the annual mean, •30 ø latitude diabatic

-- (K•,/y2)((R)
•a-- (R)"')-- b(C)"'(R)•a

heatingrate is (Q)•'/% • 0.3x 10-• deg s-• and that
O(T)•'/Oz<<W%.(Thisdiabaticheatingrateisconsistent
with
those obtained from the annual averagesof both the GFDL
"Zodiac" and "SKYHI" generalcirculation models at an altitude near 20 km.) This •ves from the thermodynamicequa-

Here, we have used equations (A7), (A12), and (A16). Now
we average(A26) and (A27) to obtain the global averageequation

0 ((R)" + (R) •a)

tion

•, •

(Q)"/cv
• +0.03 •
•/%

s-• (•0.8 km month-•)

(A24)
--•

The observedhemisphericmean slopeof quasi-conservative

tracersin the stratosphere
is about -1 x 10-• [Machtaand
Tele•adas,1973].Usingall of thesenumbers,
we solvefor K•

of (A23) are in sharp contrast to several recent twodimensional model formulations which have argued that meridional diffusion is of secondaryimportance [Holton, 1981;
Garcia and Soloman, 1983; Tun•, 1984] provided that a
"proper" meridional circulation is used (e.g., Lagrangian
mean, diabatic, or "residual").It is also interestingto note that

thisinferred
K• valueof 1.1x 10•ø cm2 s-• is in therange

y tgztg(R)H

O=- •zzpSW,,
2OyROz

This is a value which is reasonablyconsistentwith independent estimatesfrom a number of empirical two-dimensional

transportmodels.However,thisvalueof K• and the balance

(A28)

Next, introduceequation(All) and assumeO(R)n/Ot = 0

O

(A25)

((R)" + b(R) •')

to obtain

in (A23) to get

K• • 1.1x 10lø cm2 s-•

(A27)

2 (1+b)(R)ht
+y0y•• -] (A29)
We theneliminate(R) *t,using(A20)to getaftersomemanipulation

o=-•

p,W,,
5

[(1+b)

o•

--(C)"p$ 2 (R)n+

(1 - b)
4

Yay
R •ZZ'3 (A30)
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Sinceherewe are only interestedin the degreeof coupling

Note that the form of equation(A30) is equivalentto the

globalaverage
eddydiffusion
equation
forequilibrium
(inlog between(A22)and (A30),for claritywe seekto simplifythe
problem.
A simpleanalysis
of thesquare-bracketed
termin
pressurecoordinates)
(A30)shows
thatthescaleheightof (R) n hasto besmaller
r3

r3( R) n

•-•Ps
K: &z ps(CR)"=
0

than 1.8 km before the second term is within 20% of the

(A31)magnitudeof the firstterm.Laterresultsindicatethat such
small-scale
heights
(largegradients)
areto beexpected
onlyfor
extremely
rapidremovalchemistries.
At thatlimitthissimple

wherefrom(A30),Kz isdefinedin thetwo-slabmodelby

&z
i%(R)
_=- YW,r

modelbecomesinappropriateanyway.Thus we neglectthe

(A32)secondterm within the squarebracketsof (A30) to giveto an
excellentapproximation

Near the "slow-chemistry"
limit we get from (A23) and (A32)

r3ps(-e) r3(R)
n- ps
<C)'"(1+
2'b)(R)n• 0 (A33)

thatKz• y2Wtr2/2Ky.
Thisisveryclose
to thevalueobtained
by Holton'scompanion
analysis
[Holton,thisissue,equation
(14)3.

With this we are now in a positionto gathera numberof
insightsabout the chemistry/transport
problemunder considerationhere.First and easiest,note that the global chemical

destructionterm in (A30) is alreadyconsiderably
more com-

whereK•(R) is givenby (A32).
Now for analyticalconvenience
we assumethat psKz(R)
constantwith heightand also that ps(C)• (1 + b/2) • constant with height.From the lower to the upperstratosphere
these are not bad approximations,at least for the present

plexthanthat traditionally
usedin one-dimensional
models. purpose.
Undertheserestrictive
assumptions,
(A33)hasthe
Thisis because
bothC andR varywithlatitude.Thus(CR) n analytic solution
depends
in (A30)upon&/•YI• as well as uponglobalmean
and precomputed
quantities
(suchas b). Further,recallthat
z'
(A34)
c3z/c3y
R in (A22)canchangedepending
uponthe sizeof the

(R)U(z)
(R)
uexp[(1
+b)(C)t']

chemicaldestruction(C) t•. It is of interestto note that the

wherez'= z- %op,and Zt•op
is some"tropopause"
height

chemistry
termin A30provides
a straightforward
approach
to belowwhich(R) a is assumed
wellmixedandconstant.
Under
parameterization
of nonlinearchemicaleffectsin a one- thesesimpleconditions,(A34) givesus
dimensional model.

Most significantly
for thepresentdevelopment,
(A32)shows
that the global one-dimensional
diffusioncoefficientcan
change
withdifferent
traceconstituents.
Thisisbecause
c3z/c3yl•
in (A22)depends
uponthe efficiency
of the chemicaldestruc- Substituting(A35)into (A22) yields
tion. We have yet to determine,however,the relativeimporOy• -W,.+ K:X/2(C)'"x/2(1/2
--b/2)
x/2 (A36)
tance of this effect.
Oya
(K•,/y)+ y(C)"'(1/2+ b/2)
Anotherusefulinsightprovidedby (A32) is a straightforuponOz/Oya,
asshown
in
ward explanationof the empiricalobservation
that K• in- WerecallherethatK: isdependent
simplification
leadingto (A34) and
creaseswith altitudein the upperstratosphere.
As statedear- (A32). The convenient
destruclier, W,•dependsupon the dynamicalforcingof the strato- (A35)nowallowsusto evaluatetheeffectof chemical
sphereawayfroma radiativeequilibrium
state.Because
this tion on the flatteningof meridionaltracer slopes,with and
without "K• feedback."Here, "K• feedback"simplymeans
departureincreases
notablywith altitude,K• mustalsodo so.
uponOz/OyR
and that a fully self-consistent
The mostimportantinsightto be gainedfromthisanalysis that K• depends
is that in generala completesolutionof the meridionaltracer calculation must take that into account. However, to clarify
of thiseffect,wesolve(A36)in twoways,with
slopestructure
andtheglobalmeanverticalstructure
depends theimportance
upona mutuallyconsistent
solutionof equations
(A22)and and without "K• feedback."
For the no K• feedbackcase,we set Kz at its "slow(A30).Thusr3z/r3y•
in (A22)depends
upon(R)n,while(R) n
chemistry"
limitfrom(A32),usingpreviously
obtained
values
in (A30) dependsupon r3z/r3ya.
Note that this,in principle,
refutesboth provisionalassertions
in section3:(1) that once
- 3.6783 x • 10• cm
-2
(R) n is determined
for a giventracerwith an appropriately K•(slow
chem)
•
2
x
0.03
cm
s
determined
K: profile,that profilewill work for otherlonglived constituents,
and (2) all long-livedtraceconstituents
exx(-1 x 10-3)•5.5 x 103cm

Oz
2b)
K'-•]
OIn
(R)
n= - [!1
+

(A35)

,.

hibit the samemeridional slopes.
We now discussthe methods one might utilize to solve

This valueis closeto thoseusedfor the regionnear 20 km in

calibrated
one-dimensional
models[e.g.,McElroyet
equations
(A22)and(A30)for 3z/r3ya
and (R) n. The most carefully

straightforward,
of course,is simplyto substitute
for 3z/3yain al., 1974'Hunten,1975].We nowusethisvaluefor K• to solve
for (C)tL For convenience
the
(A30),using(A22).Thisoperationyieldsa linearsecond-order(A36)fora widerangein values
previously
established
are' W•,- 0.03cm
differentialequationin (R) n with complicated
and variable othervalues

cm2s-X'y- 3.6783
x 108cm,andb= 0.68.
coefficients.
Solvingthiscombined
equation
for (R) n in turn K• = 1.1x 10TM
Theslopevaluesobtainedaregivenin thethin-dashed
"noK:
allowsdirect determinationof r3z/r3yl•
from (A22).
Becauseof the direct physicalsignificanceof equations
(A22)and(A30),greaterinsightinto the relationship
between
themcanbe gainedby solvingthemiteratively.A reasonable
way to beginis to assumethat (C) t'--•0 initially,so that
r3z/r3ya(0)
is givenby (A23).Thisvalueis thensubstituted
into

(A30),and(A30)issolved
for(R)n(z).Fromthisr3In (R)n/3z
(1)is substituted
backinto(A22)to getr3z/r3ya(1)
andsoon.

feedback"curvein FigureA1. FigureA1 showsthat the pre-

dictedslopeis within 85% of the maximumvalue (-1
x 10-3) for localphotodestruction
times(1/(C) •') exceeding
• 1000days.However,for 1/(C)"'• 100days,thepredicted
slopeis onlyabout42% of the"slow-chemistry"
value.Thus
for chemicaldestructionsof intermediatetime scalewe already

expecta noticeable
flatteningof the equilibrium
slopes.
A
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Fig.Ai. Two-slab
model
predictions
foreffect
ofchemical
destruction
onglobal
one-dimensional
Kzsandmeridional

trace
constituent
slopes.
Theordinate
is(C)tr,the"tropical"
mean
photodestruction
coefficient.
Thelower
abscissa
isthe
percentage
reduction
of Kz fromits"slow-chemistry"
limit.Theupperabscissa
is theequilibrium
meridional
trace

constituentslope.

schematic
diagram
ofthese
slope-affecting
processes
isgivenin
Figure A2.

nent upon the chemicaldestructionrate, but the relativeeffect

of "K• feedback"is small exceptfor very fast destruction
The flatteningof these predictedslopesfor reasonable chemistries.
However,theeffectof themorecomplete
calculachemical
destruction
timescales
impliesthat K• (fromA32) tion is to moderatesomewhatthe slope-flattening
effectof the
shouldalso be importantlyeffected.We next introducethe destructionchemistry.
effectof "K• feedback"
by substituting
(A32)into (A36)and
In thecompanion
analysisof Holton[thisissue]thesecond
writing the result in the form

termin the numerator
of (A36or A37)doesnot appear,by
virtueof hisassumption
that b • 1. Analysis
of thecomplete
solution
of (A37)suggests
thathissimplification
of ouranaly-

-W,, + (-?z/?yR)•/2{,(c},,'/2EyW,/(1
+ b)(1/2- b/2)
(K/y) + y<C)"(1/2 + b/2)

sisis indeedreasonable.
The largestvaluesof this term occur
at high-destruction
rates((C) t• = 10-6 s-•), whereit becomesabout 12% of W•,.At (C) '• = 10-8 s-• the term has

(A37)

wherethen enclosed
in superscript
braces
represents
an iter-

ationindex.Notethat(A37)is formally
quadratic
in •z/•y,
andthuscouldbesolveddirectly.Here,however,
wechooseto
solve(A37) in the indicatediterativemannerto maximizeour

abouta 4% effectß
Thusat thislevelof approximation
the
3z/3y•equation
(A37)is effectively
decoupled
fromthe K•
equation(A32).Remember,
however,that the Kz valueis
stronglyaffectedby the slope-flattening
effectof chemicaldestruction,asdetermined
by (A37).

Thelowerscalein FigureA1shows
thedependence
ofK• in

understanding
of theeffectof "Kzfeedback"
on themeridional thistwo-slabmodelon thevalueof thephotodestruction
coefisolineslopes.This proceduredemonstrates
that the conver-

ficient(C) '• (expressed
asa percentage
of theK• appropriate
genceto thepropersolution
is veryrapidin (A37),typically for a nearlyinerttracer).
Thisshows
thattheeffective
K• in
requiring
threeor feweriterations
to converge
to four-place thismodelbecomes
muchsmallerin regionswhere(C) '• beaccuracy.
The resultsfor this calculation
are givenby the comes quite large. In this context then, one-dimensional
heavysolidline in FigureA1. Noticein FigureA1 that the modelsusinga fixed K• might calculatetoo much vertical
predicted
meridional
s!opes
are verysimilarto that obtained transportof substances
in regionscharacterized
by rapiddein the"noK• feedback"
limitof(A36).
struction rates. It would be of interest to evaluate this effectin
Thusthemeridional
slopes
of tracerisolines
areverydepe- a comprehensive
one-dimensional
photochemicalmodelto see
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Fig.A2. Schematic
diagram
illustrating
thethree
competing
processes
determining
theequilibrium
meridional
slopes

of traceconstituent
isolines:
theslope-steepening
effectof thediabatic
circulation,
andtheslope-flattening
effects
of
irreversible
meridionaldiffusionand photochemical
destruction.
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